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Abstra t. Boolean programs with re ursion are onvenient abstra tions
of sequential imperative programs, and an be represented as re ursive
state ma hines (RSMs) or pushdown automata. Motivated by the spe ial
stru ture of RSMs, we de ne a notion of modular visibly pushdown automata (modular VPA) and show that for the lass of languages a epted
by su h automata, unique minimal modular VPA exist. This yields an
eÆ ient approximate minimization theorem that minimizes RSMs to
within a fa tor of k of the minimal RSM, where k is the maximum
number of parameters in any module. Using the ongruen e de ned for
minimization, we show an a tive learning algorithm (with a minimally
adequate tea her) for ontext free languages in terms of modular VPAs.
We also present an algorithm that onstru ts omplete test suites for
Boolean program spe i ations. Finally, we apply our results on learning and test generation to perform model he king of bla k-box Boolean
programs.

1

Introdu tion

The abstra tion-based approa h to model- he king is based on building nite
models, say using predi ates over variables, and subje ting the nite models to
systemati state-spa e exploration [10℄. Re ursion of ontrol in programs leads
to models with re ursion, whi h an be aptured using pushdown automata.
The model of re ursive state ma hines (RSMs) [1℄ is an alternate model, whi h
is equivalent in power but whose notation is loser to programs.
The lass of visibly pushdown languages is a sub lass of ontext-free languages, de ned as those languages that an be a epted by pushdown automata
whose a tion on the sta k is determined by the letter the automaton reads. Given
that a model of a program is naturally visibly pushdown (sin e we an make alls
and returns to modules visible), visibly pushdown languages are a tighter model
for Boolean programs. The lass of visibly pushdown languages enjoys losure
and de idability properties, making several problems like model- he king pushdown program models against visibly pushdown spe i ations de idable [3, 5℄.
In this paper we reap more bene ts from the visibly pushdown modeling of
programs, by showing that pushdown program models an be minimized, an be
?
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learnt and tested for onforman e, and subje t to bla k-box he king, paralleling
results for nite-state models. We now outline these results.

In a re ent paper [4℄, we showed that visibly pushdown languages have a ongruen e based hara terization. However, this ongruen e does not yield minimal

visibly pushdown automata, and in fa t, unique minimal visibly pushdown automata do not exist in general. The main reason why the minimization result
fails is that when implementing fun tions in the automata model there are two
hoi es available. One option is to have fun tion modules that \ ompute" the
value for multiple (or all the) parameters, and then let the aller de ide whi h
result to pi k when the fun tion returns. The se ond option is for the fun tion to
only \ ompute" the answer to the spe i parameter with whi h it was alled.
In [4℄, we showed a minimization result for a spe ial lass of models. We
looked at visibly pushdown ma hines with a modular stru ture (similar to reursive state ma hines) whi h have the additional property that modules, when
alled, ompute the answers to all parameters and let the aller de ide the right
answer on return. This results in modular, single-entry (i.e., the state the mahine enters on fun tion alls is the same, no matter what the parameter is)
ma hines. We showed that for any visibly pushdown language there is a unique
minimal modular single-entry ma hine.
The restri tion to single-entry ma hines is awkward. First they do not orrespond to program models, as programs typi ally do not ompute answers to all
parameters on fun tion alls. Se ond, ombining the omputation for multiple
parameters an result in requiring a lot more memory, whi h in the ontext of
automata orresponds to larger number of states.
The rst ontribution of this paper is a minimization result of a variant of
modular VPAs that has multiple entry points in ea h module, orresponding
to the multiple parameters. This variant is inspired by the re ursive state mahine model in two ways: (a) the parameters passed to modules are expli it and
visible, and (b) we demand that when a module is alled, the state but not
the parameter is pushed onto the sta k. Requiring that the parameter not be
pushed onto the sta k is ru ial in a hieving a unique minimization result; sin e
the program does not \remember" the parameter it alled the module with, it
annot hoose the result for a parameter from a ombined result. Thus, we get
minimal program models that are more faithful to the semanti s of programming languages. Te hni ally, if we allow automata models that are not omplete
(i.e., ertain transitions being disabled from ertain states) then it is possible to
en ode the parameter in the alling state. Thus our minimization result only applies to omplete models. However, we also show that any in omplete re ursive
state ma hine model for a program an be translated into a anoni al, omplete,
re ursive state ma hine model whi h is at most k times larger than the in omplete model, where k is the maximum number of parameters in any module.
This results in an approximate minimization pro edure for in omplete RSMs
that transforms a deterministi RSM in polynomial time into one whose size is
at most k times the size of the minimal deterministi RSM.

Next, we look at the problem of learning modular VPA models for ontext
free languages. The learning model that we onsider is one where the learning
algorithm is allowed to intera t with a knowledgeable tea her who answers two
types of queries: membership queries, where the learner an ask whether a string
belongs to the target language, and equivalen e queries, where the learner an
ask whether a hypothesis ma hine does indeed re ognize exa tly the target language. Learning algorithms identifying ma hine models for formal languages in
su h a learning framework have re ently been extensively used in formal veri ation in a variety of ontexts (see [8, 2, 12, 7, 21, 14, 25℄ for some examples).
However, all these appli ations use algorithms that learn nite state models
based on the algorithm originally proposed by Angluin [9℄. The reason for this
is be ause known learning algorithms apply only to very limited push-down
models: Chomsky Normal Form grammars with known non-terminals [9℄ (whi h
orresponds to knowing all the states of a pushdown model and dis overing only
the transitions), and deterministi one- ounter ma hines [11℄.
Our main result in the ontext of the learning problem is that we an learn the
smallest omplete, deterministi , modular VPA for a language in time whi h is
polynomial in the length of the longest ounter-example provided by the tea her,
and the size of the smallest ma hine model. The algorithm is based on the
ongruen e based hara terization of the minimum ma hine that we present in
this paper1 .
We would like to ontrast this learning algorithm with the impli it one suggested by the results of [5, 22℄. The results in [5℄ show that asso iated with every
visibly pushdown language is the tree language of sta k trees whi h is regular.
Using Sakakibara's algorithm [22℄ one ould learn the deterministi bottom-up
tree automaton a epting the language of sta k trees, and onvert that to obtain a visibly pushdown automaton for the language using the results of [5℄.
There are two downsides to using this approa h. First, the resulting VPA is
non-deterministi , and one would need to pay the exponential ost in obtaining
a deterministi ma hine. Se ond, even the non-deterministi VPA obtained thus
has an awkward stru ture, as it may not be modular, or have one entry for ea h
parameter, that we expe t of program models.
The number of membership and equivalen e queries made by our learning
algorithm has the same dependen e on the size of the minimal ma hine and
length of the longest ounter-example as Angluin's algorithm for learning nite
state ma hines. However, in the ase of regular languages, it is possible for a
ooperative tea her to present ounter-examples that are linear in the size of
the smallest deterministi nite automaton a epting the language. For modular
VPAs this is not the ase; one an onstru t examples where the shortest ounterexample is exponential in the size of the smallest modular VPA re ognizing the
language. However, we observe that the ounter-examples (even if long) are
1

The learning, onforman e testing, and bla k-box he king algorithms in this paper
an also be adapted to the ongruen e presented in [4℄ to onstru t single-entry
VPA models. We present results using the ongruen e presented in this paper as we
believe that multiple entry modular VPAs are a more natural and su in t model.

highly stru tured, and an be su in tly represented using an equation system.
Our learning algorithm an be shown to have the same running time even when
the tea her presents su h su in t ounter-examples, thus yielding a polynomial
learning algorithm for su h ooperative tea hers.
We an also PAC learn modular-VPAs with membership queries. The PAC
learning with membership queries model [24, 9℄ is a weaker learning framework,
where the equivalen e queries are repla ed by an ora le that samples strings
(based on any xed probability distribution) and labels them as either belonging to the language or not; the learning algorithm is required to identify the
on ept \approximately" in polynomial time, using the sampling ora le, with
\high probability". We an show that one an PAC learn modular VPAs provided one has an ora le that samples strings represented su in tly using the
equational representation. Be ause of la k of spa e we do not outline the PAC
learning algorithm, but the extension to this framework is standard based on
our results on learning with a knowledgeable tea her.
Next, we study the problem of onforman e testing modular VPAs. In this
framework, one is given a bla k-box implementation, whose internal transition
stru ture is assumed to be unknown. The spe i ation is another ma hine, but
one whose transition stru ture is fully known. The obje tive in onforman e
testing is to onstru t a sequen e of test inputs (based on the spe i ation) su h
that if the implementation does not \ onform" to the spe i ation, then the
implementation gives a di erent output than the spe i ation on the test. Typi ally the notion of \ onforman e" is taken to be language equivalen e, though
weaker notions su h as io o have also been explored [23℄. Sin e Moore's seminal
work [20℄, there have been many algorithms to generate su h test sequen es;
major results are summarized in [16, 13, 19, 18℄ 2 . These algorithms onstru t
omplete suites (i.e., guaranteed to at h all buggy implementations) when both
the spe i ation and the implementation are known to be nite state ma hines.
Further, these algorithms also assume that an a priori bound on the number of
states of the implementation is known. We extend these results on onforman e
testing to the ase when the spe i ation and implementation are modeled as
omplete modular VPAs. The size of our test suite and the running time to onstru t the test suite depend on the number of states in the unknown bla k-box
implementation, and the onstru tion of the test suite relies on our hara terization of the minimal modular VPA re ognizing a language.
Finally, we show how we an apply our results to verify third-party programs.
Bla k Box Che king [21℄ is a framework to model he k unknown systems, by rst
learning the model of the system and then model he king the onstru ted model.
This framework has been applied to onstru t nite state models, using Angluin's
learning algorithm and onforman e testing algorithms for nite models. Our
extension to learning and testing boolean programs, allows one to extend this
framework to verify re ursive systems.
2

The referen es here only talk about algorithms to onstru t omplete test suites,
whi h is the fo us of this paper. There is also extensive work on onstru ting in omplete test suites that at h all bugs in the limit.

An alternative formulation of visibly pushdown automata is nested word automata [6℄, whi h are nite automata (without sta k) on words endowed with

a nesting relation ( orresponding to the nesting relation de ned between alls
and their mat hing returns). A nested word automaton an de ide the state at
a return based on the previous state and the state before its mat hing all. This
model already has the impli it restri tion that at a all the module and parameter annot be \pushed", and hen e onforms to the restri tion we introdu e
in this paper. Consequently, all results in this paper also hold for appropriately
de ned modular nested word automata.
The paper is organized as follows. We rst introdu e the model of modular
VPAs and RSMs, along with useful de nitions and notation. In Se tion 3 we
present our results on the existen e of unique, minimal, omplete modular VPAs,
and show how these results an be used to onstru t approximately minimal
RSM models. After this we fo us our attention ex lusively on omplete ma hines.
Our learning algorithm is presented in Se tion 4, while our onforman e testing
results are presented in Se tion 5. Finally, we on lude in Se tion 6 by showing
how these results an be ombined to perform bla k-box he king.

2

Preliminaries

In this se tion, we de ne modular VPAs, and introdu e notation that we will
use in the rest of the paper.
We model Boolean programs as modular VPAs by modeling ea h module as
a nite-state ma hine that also allows alls to and returns from other modules:
modules representing di erent pro edures are modeled separately, the usage of
sta k is impli it in that when a all to a module o urs, the lo al state of the
module is pushed into the sta k automati ally, but neither the name of the alled
module nor the parameter passed is stored in the sta k.
Let us x M , a nite set of modules, with m0 2 M as the initial module. For
ea h m 2 M , let us x a nonempty nite set of parameters Pm , with Pm0 = fp0 g.
A all is a pair (m; p) where m 2 M n fm0 g and p 2 Pm , and denotes the
a tion alling the module m with parameter p (we won't allow the initial module
to be alled ex ept at the beginning, and hen e (m0 ; p0 ) will not be a all). Let
 all denote the set of all alls. Let us also x a nite set of internal a tions int,
and let ret = fr g be the alphabet of returns, ontaining the unique symbol r .
Let b = ( all ; int ; ret ) and let  =  all [ int [ ret .
b
De nition 1 (Modular VPAs). A modular VPA over hM; fP g 2 ; m0 ; i

is a tuple (fQ
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; fq g 2 ; Æ g 2 ; F ) where for ea h m 2 M
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{ Æ = hÆ all ; Æint ; Æret i is a triple of transition relations, one for alls, one for
m
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internals and one for returns, where

 Æ  f(q; (n; p); q ) j q 2 Q ; (n; p) 2  g;
 Æ  f(q; a; q0 ) j q; q0 2 Q ; a 2  g;
 Æ  f(q; q0 ; q00 ) j q0 ; q00 2 Q ; q 2 Qg;
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Notation: We write q

m
(q; a; q 0 ) 2 Æint
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to mean (q; (n; p); qnp )
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.
! q00 to mean (q; q0 ; q00 ) 2 Æret
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a

Semanti s: A sta k is a nite sequen e over Q; let the set of all sta ks be
St = Q . A on guration is any pair (q; ) where q 2 Q, and  2 St . Let Conf

denote the set of all on gurations, along with the spe ial on guration 0 .
The on guration graph of a modular VPA is (V; E ) where V = Conf and
E is the smallest set of  -labeled edges that satis es:

)
(Initial edge) 0 ( 0 0!
(q 00 ; ) 2 E .
(Internal edges) If (q; ) 2 V (q 2 Q ) and (q; a; q0 ) 2 Æint , then (q; ) !
m ;p

p
m

a

m

(q 0 ;  ) 2 E .
)
(Call edges) If (q; ) 2 V and q (m;p!
qmp , then (q; ) (m;p!) (qmp ; q) 2 E .
r
m
(Return edges) If (q; q0 ) 2 V (q0 2 Qm ), and (q; q0 ; q00 ) 2 Æret
, then (q; q 0 ) !
(q 00 ;  ) 2 E .
(Note that q 00 and q 0 belong to the same module m.)
m

A on a word u is a path in the on guration graph on u. Let  :
  ! 2Conf be the fun tion where ( onf ; u) is the set of on gurations
rea hed at the end of all runs from onf on u in the on guration graph. An
a epting run of A on u is a run from the initial on guration that ends in
a on guration whose state is in the nal set F . A word u is a epted by A if
there is an a epting run of A on u, i.e. if ( ; u) \ (F  St ) =
6 ;. The language
of A, L(A), is de ned as the set of words u 2   a epted by A.
Let WM be the set of well-mat hed words over b , i.e, the set of all words
generated by the grammar: S ! S r S (for ea h 2  ), S ! aS (for ea h
a 2  ), and S ! . We will denote by w; w0 ; w ; : : : words in WM . Note that
a modular VPA a epts only words that are in f(m ; p )g:WM (sin e the nal
states are in module m , and the initial symbol (m ; p ) is not onsidered a all).
A word u rea hes state q in A if (q;  ) 2 ( ; u) for some  2 St . Note that
if q belongs to module m, then u = u (m; p)w for some p 2 P and w 2 WM .
We say that (m; p)w is an a ess string for state q in A.
A run of
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A ( omplete) modular VPA is said to be deterministi if its transition relation
is deterministi , i.e. for ea h m 2 M :

{ 8q 2 Q ; a 2 int , there is at most one q0 su h that (q; a; q0 ) 2 Æint ; and
{ 8q 2 Q; q0 2 Q , there is exa tly one q00 su h that (q; q0 ; q00 ) 2 Æret .
m

m

m

m

Note that transitions on alls are always deterministi sin e the target state is
always the unique entry state asso iated with the all.
A modular VPA is said to be omplete if a transition of every label is enabled
from every state, i.e. for ea h m 2 M ,
{ for ea h q 2 Qm and (n; p) 2  all, (q; (n; p); qnp ) 2 Æmall;
m
{ for ea h q 2 Qm and a 2 int, 9q0 su h that (q; a; q0 ) 2 Æint
; and
0
00
0
00
m
{ for ea h q 2 Q and q 2 Qm , 9q su h that (q; q ; q ) 2 Æret .
A re ursive state ma hine (RSM) is a modular VPA with no nal states
set and where every word that has a run on it an be ompleted to a wellmat hed word. More pre isely, the language de ned by an RSM R is the set of
words u su h that there is a path in the on guration graph from the initial
on guration, and we require that for every u 2 L(R), there is some word w 2
(f(m0 ; p0 )g:WM ) \ L(R), su h that u is a pre x of w.
Let MR be the set of all words with \mat hed-returns", i.e. where every
return has a mat hing all, i.e. MR = fu 2   j 9v 2   ; uv 2 WM g. It is easy
to see then that the language of an RSM onsists of words in (m0 ; p0 ):MR .
The size of a modular VPA (or RSM) is the number of states in it; when we
refer to minimization, we mean minimizing the number of states.
The de nition of modular VPAs above has been hosen arefully with nal
states only in the initial module, and disallowing alls to the initial module. Note
that if we did allow nal states in non-initial modules, then omplete VPAs are
less powerful than in omplete ones. For example, if u(m; p) is a epted by a
omplete VPA, then u0 (m; p) is also a epted by it. An in omplete VPA an
disallow the all after u0 and hen e reje t u0 (m; p). However, in omplete VPAs
are too ill behaved in the sense that we an en ode parameters into the state
being pushed at a all in an in omplete VPA, leading minimization results to
fail. The fo us on omplete VPAs is a subtle and tri ky restri tion that allows
our minimization result to go through.
Se tion 4 and Se tion 5 will onsider only omplete modular VPAs, and
show the learning and onforman e testing results for them. In the latter half of
Se tion 3, we show how to handle (in omplete) RSMs by using the results for
omplete ma hines.

3

Minimization of VPAs and RSMs

Minimization of omplete modular VPAs: In this se tion, we will show
that for any omplete modular VPA A, there exists a unique minimal (with
respe t to number of states) deterministi modular VPA that a epts the same
language as A does. As a orollary, it will follow that deterministi omplete
modular VPAs are as powerful as non-deterministi omplete ones.
Lemma 1. For any omplete modular VPA A, there exists a unique minimal

omplete modular VPA A0 su h that L(A0 ) = L(A). Further, given a omplete
deterministi modular VPA A, the unique minimal deterministi modular VPA
equivalent to it an be onstru ted in polynomial time.

Proof. (sket h)

p
Let A = (fQm ; fqm
gp2Pm ; Æm gm2M ; F )
and let L(A) = L. For every m 2 M ,
we de ne an equivalen e relation m on
Pm  WM whi h depends on L (and not
on A) as: (p1 ; w1 ) m (p2 ; w2 ) i 8u; v 2


u(m; p )w v 2 L i u(m; p )w v 2 L
Note that  is a ongruen e in
the sense that if (p ; w )  (p ; w ),
then for any well-mat hed word w,
(p ; w w)  (p ; w w).
Let [(p; w)℄ denote the equivalen e
lass of (p; w) with respe t to  . It
an be shown that  has at most
1
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(m; p1 )
b
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a
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1
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(a)
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q1

(m; p1 )

j equivalen e lasses. These equivam

len e lasses orrespond to states of the
unique minimal omplete deterministi
modular VPA. The details of the onstru tion and omplexity, and the proof
of minimality an be found in [17℄. u
t
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a
a

a
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q5

b
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(b)

Let A be a omplete modular VPA.
a
For distin t states q1 ; q2 in module
q0
q1
a
(m; p2 )
m of A with a ess strings (m; p1 )w1
and (m; p2 )w2 respe tively, a pair of
(m; p1 ) (m; p1 )
(m; p2 )
strings (u; v ) is a distinguishing test for
fq1; q2 g if exa tly one of u(m; p1)w1 v b q2 q0
q3
q1
a
and u(m; p2 )w2 v is in L(A). By the
q6
a
a
b
b
above theorem, for a minimal omplete
q1
q0
q4
q5
a
b
modular VPA A, there is a set D of
q?
distinguishing tests su h that for every
module m and distin t states q1 ; q2 in
( )
module m of A, there is a distinguishing
test (u; v ) 2 D for fq1 ; q2 g. We all su h Fig. 1. (a) and (b): Two nona set D a omplete set of distinguishing isomorphi minimum-state RSMs; ( )
tests.
ompleting the RSM

Minimization of re ursive state ma hines: Figure 1 shows two non-

isomorphi (in omplete) RSMs that use minimal number of states and a ept
the same language. The all with parameter p1 he ks if there are an even number of a's (from the all to the return) while the parameter p2 he ks if there are
an even number of b's. The rst ma hine pro esses the parameters separately,
while the se ond ma hine pro esses both parameters and lets the aller hoose

the appropriate result. However, if we restri t to omplete ma hines, then we
an omplete the rst ma hine by enabling all alls from q0 and q1 , to get a
modular VPA that a epts the language L0 = fw 2 WM j 8v  w; v 2 Lg 3 ,
where L is the language a epted by the RSM (see Fig. 1( ); all edges are not
drawn). However, the se ond automaton annot be transformed this way: if we
enable the all (m; p2 ) from q0 , then upon returning from a all, we would not
know whether the module was alled with p1 or p2 , and hen e annot a ept the
right language.
Our strategy for minimizing RSMs is to translate an RSM into a omplete
modular VPA, minimize it, and translate it ba k to an RSM. This results in an
RSM whose size is at most a fa tor k of the minimal size possible, where k is
bound by the maximum number of parameters in any module of the RSM.

Lemma 2. Let R = (fQ ; fq g 2 m ; Æ g 2 ) be an RSM and let k be the
m

p
m

p

P

m

m

M

maximum number of parameters for any module. Then there exists a omplete
modular VPA A su h that L(A) = fw 2 WM j 8v  w; v 2 L(R)g. Further, the
size of A is at most k times R, and A is deterministi if R is deterministi .

Lemma 3. Let R be an RSM, and let A^ be the omplete minimal deterministi

automaton su h that L(A^) = fw 2 WM j 8v  w; v 2 L(R)g. Then there
exists a deterministi RSM R0 with at most the number of states in A^, su h that
L(R0 ) = L(R).
Using the lemmas above and Lemma 1, we an show:

Theorem 1. Given a deterministi RSM R, we an ompute in polynomial time
an RSM R^ that a epts the same language, su h that if R0 is any RSM a epting
L(R), then R^ has at most k times the number of states R0 has.

Proof. Given R, we omplete it (using Lemma 2), minimize it (using Lemma 1),
and using Lemma 3, build an in omplete RSM R^ (all this takes polynomial
time). If R0 is another RSM a epting the same language as R does, then its
ompletion results in the same language as the ompletion of R, and is at most k
times size of R0 . Sin e R^ was obtained using in ompletion of a minimal ma hine
(and the in ompletion pro ess only removes states), the result follows.

4

Learning omplete modular VPAs

We will now onsider the problem of exa tly learning a target ontext free lanb ) by onstru ting a omplete, modular VPA
guage L (over hM; fPm gm2M ; m0 ; i
for L from examples of strings in L and those not in L. In our learning model,
we will assume that the learning algorithm is intera ting with a knowledgeable
tea her (often alled a minimally adequate tea her) who assists the learner in
identifying L. We an think of the tea her as an ora le answering two types of
queries
3

 denotes the pre

x relation on words.

Membership Query The learning algorithm may sele t any string x and ask

whether x is a member of L.
Equivalen e Query In su h a query, the algorithm submits a hypothesis RSM
Ab. If L = L(Ab) then the tea her informs the learning algorithm that it has
orre tly identi ed the target language. Otherwise, in response to the query,
the learner re eives a ounter-example word (m0 ; p0 )x where x is a wellmat hed string and (m0 ; p0 )x 2 (LnL(Ab)) [ (L(Ab) nL). No assumptions are
made about how the ounter-example is hosen. In parti ular the ounterexample x maybe pi ked adversarially.
Our goal is to design an algorithm that identi es L in time whi h is polynomial in
the size of the smallest modular VPA re ognizing L and the length of the longest
ounter-example presented to it. The algorithm that we present is very similar
to the learning algorithm for regular languages due to Angluin [9℄. However our
presentation is loser in spirit to the algorithm due to Kearns and Vazirani [15℄.

4.1 Overview of algorithm
Let A be the smallest, omplete, deterministi , modular VPA that re ognizes
the target language L and let size (A) be the number of states of A. Re all from
Lemma 1, that the states of A orrespond to the equivalen e lasses of m . The
main idea behind the learning algorithm will be to progressively identify the
equivalen e lasses of m ; the onstru tion of the VPA A from m will be the
same as that outlined in Lemma 1 (see [17℄).
The learning algorithm will pro eed in phases. During the exe ution, the
algorithm will maintain equivalen e relations (not ne essarily ongruen es) m
on Pm WM su h that if (p1 ; w1 ) m (p2 ; w2 ) then (p1 ; w1 ) m (p2 ; w2 ). In other
words, m will always be a re nement of m . The algorithm will also ensure
that if it knows (m0 ; p0 )w1 2 L and (m0 ; p0 )w2 62 L, then (p0 ; w1 ) 6m0 (p0 ; w2 ).
Further the equivalen e m itself will be maintained impli itly using a data
stru ture alled a lassi ation forest, su h that de iding if (p1 ; w1 ) m (p2 ; w2 )
is eÆ ient; this is formally stated next. A lassi ation forest is very similar to a
lassi ation tree, introdu ed by Vazirani and Kearns. Readers unfamiliar with
the Vazirani-Kearns data stru ture are referred to [17℄.

Proposition 1. Given (p1 ; w1 ) and (p2 ; w2 ), (p1 ; w1 )  (p2 ; w2 ) an be deided using O(size (A)) membership queries.

m

In addition to maintaining the equivalen e relation m , the algorithm will
maintain a representative (p; w) for ea h equivalen e lass [(p; w)℄m of m . In
what follows we will denote the representative of [(p; w)℄m by rep([(p; w)℄m ). In
parti ular, the algorithm will ensure that (p0 ; ) is always among the representatives. In ea h phase of the algorithm, these representatives will be used to onstru t a hypothesis ma hine Ab. A module m will have one state orresponding to
ea h representative rep([(p; w)℄m ). The transitions are naturally determined by
the relation m as follows. On a all symbol (m; p), every state has a transition to

the state rep([(p; )℄m ). On an internal symbol a, a state (p; w) = rep([(p; w)℄m )
has a transition to the state rep([(p; wa)℄m ). Finally on a return with (p1 ; w1 ) =
rep([(p1 ; w1 )℄m1 ) on top of the sta k, the state (p2 ; w2 ) = rep([(p2 ; w2 )℄m2 ) has
a transition to the state rep([(p1 ; w1 (m2 ; p2 )w2 r)℄m1 ). Observe that sin e m is
not ne essarily a ongruen e, the ma hine Ab depends on the representatives hosen. Finally, by using spe ial data stru tures, this ma hine an be onstru ted
eÆ iently from m and the representatives (details are in [17℄).
In ea h phase, the algorithm will onstru t the hypothesis ma hine Ab based
on the urrent m and representatives. It will then ask an equivalen e query
with the ma hine Ab. If the query has a positive answer, the learning algorithm
will stop and one an show that in this ase m =m and that Ab is exa tly the
ma hine A. On the other hand the equivalen e ora le may present a ounter
example string w. The algorithm will pro ess this ounter example to re ne
m to dis over a new equivalen e lass of m. The details of how the ounterexample is pro essed is similar to Angluin's algorithm and is skipped in the
interests of spa e; the interested reader is referred to [17℄.
The overall algorithm is thus as follows. The algorithm starts with a hypothesis ma hine, where ea h module has exa tly one state; thus (p1 ; w1 ) m (p2 ; w2 )
for any p1 ; p2 ; w1 ; w2 . In ea h phase the algorithm asks an equivalen e query
with the urrent hypothesis, and uses the answer to re ne the equivalen e m
by identifying one more equivalen e lass of m . This pro ess repeats until the
algorithm has identi ed all the equivalen e lasses of m . This algorithm an be
implemented eÆ iently and this is the main theorem of this se tion.

Theorem 2. Let L be a language a epted by a omplete, deterministi VPA
and let A be the smallest modular VPA a epting L. The learning algorithm
identi es A by making at most size (A) alls to the equivalen e ora le, and
O(size (A)(size (A) + n)) alls to the membership ora le, where n is the length
of the longest ounter-example returned by the equivalen e ora le.

4.2 Cooperative Tea her
The running time of the learning algorithm presented in the previous se tion
has the same dependen e on the size of the minimal ma hine and the length
of ounter-examples, as the learning algorithm for regular languages. However,
there is one important di eren e. For regular languages, a ooperative tea her
an always nd a ounter-example of length at most size (A) in response to
an equivalen e query, yielding a polynomial running time in the presen e of
ooperative tea hers. This is, however not the ase for VPAs as the shortest
ounter-example in response to an equivalen e query maybe as long as 2size (A) .
Thus, even if the ounter-examples are guaranteed to be the shortest possible,
the learning algorithm for VPAs will not run in polynomial time.
There is, however, one form of ooperative tea her who an assist in learning
the target VPA fast. Observe that even though the shortest ounter-example
maybe exponentially long, it is typi ally highly stru tured and has a very small,
su in t representation. Consider an equation system fxi = ti gki1 , where xi is a

variable and ti is a well-mat hed string over  [ fx1 ; : : : xi 1 g. The variable xk
in su h an equation system represents a string over WM that an be obtained
by progressively solving for xi for in reasing values of i, by repla ing solutions
for x1 ; : : : xi 1 . It an be shown that there is an equation system of size at most
size (A) that represents a ounter-example to any equivalen e query. Further,
given a ounter-example represented by an equation system (instead of expli itly), we an pro ess the ounter example using linearly many (in the size of
the equation system) membership queries to dis over a new state in the hypothesis ma hine. The details are a straightforward extension of the ideas already
presented, and are skipped in the interests of spa e.

5

Conforman e testing

We now des ribe the setting for onforman e testing. We are given a spe i ation
S and a \bla k-box" implementation ma hine I that are both deterministi omplete modular VPAs over hM; fPm gm2M ; int ; ret i. The task is to
test whether or not I is equivalent to S , i.e. L(I ) = L(S ). In order to a hieve
this, we make the following assumptions:

ma hine

1.
2.
3.

S is minimized and has n states;
I is equivalent to a deterministi omplete modular VPA that has at most
N states;
I does not hange during the testing experiment.

Note that assumption 1 an be made with no loss of generality, sin e the
spe i ation S is known, and hen e we an assume it is minimized. Assumption 2
is ne essary in order to guarantee that every state of the implementation is
explored. The need for assumption 3 is obvious.
A sample over  is a pair (T + ; T ), where T + ; T are nite subsets of

 . A modular VPA A is onsistent with sample (T +; T ) if T +  L(A) and
T  L(A).

De nition 2. A onforman e test for (S; I ) is a sample (T + ; T ) over  su h

that S is onsistent with (T + ; T ) and, for any I satisfying the above assumptions, I is onsistent with (T + ; T ) if and only if L(I ) = L(S ).

Let QS (the states of S ) be fq1 ; q2 ; : : : ; qn g, with a ess strings (m1 ; p1 )w1 ,
(m2 ; p2 )w2 , : : :, (mn ; pn )wn respe tively, and let the set of nal states of S be
FS . Assume without loss of generality that the a ess string for every entry
p
p0
state qm
of S is (m; p), and that q1 = qm
. Let QI (the set of states of I ) be
0
p0
fq^1; q^2 ; : : : ; q^N g, let q^1 = q^m0 , and let the set of nal states of I be FI .
Sin e S is minimized and has n states, for I to be equivalent to S it is
ne essary for I to have at least n distin t states. Using the fa t that S , being minimized, has a omplete set of distinguishing tests, we onstru t a sample (T0+ ; T0 ) su h that any modular VPA onsistent with it has at least n
states. Let D be a omplete set of distinguishing tests for S . Hen e, for every distin t pair of states qi ; qj in module m, there is a distinguishing test

S

(uij ; vij ) 2 D for fqi ; qj g. For every i = 1; : : : ; n, let Di = j f(uij ; vij )g. De ne
T0 = Sni=1 fu(mi; pi )wi v j (u; v) 2 Di g. Let T0+ = T0 \L(S ) and T0 = T0 n L(S ).
The following lemma is easy to prove.

Lemma 4. If I is onsistent with (T0+ ; T0 ), then

1. for every i 6= j , (m ; p )w and (m ; p )w are a ess strings for distin t
states of I (hen e N  n)
2. there are a ess strings fx g =1 for all states of I , where x = (m ; p )w for
i = 1; : : : ; n and for i > n, x is of one of the following forms: x = ya,
where a 2 int ; or x = yz r, where y; z 2 fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; x 1 g and z 6= x1 .
i

i

i

i

j

j

j

N
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Note that every a ess string x of I is of the form (m; p)w for some m 2
M; p 2 P ; w 2 WM . Assume without loss of generality that for ea h i, x is
an a ess string for q^ . If I is equivalent to S , it is ne essary that for ea h i, x
is an a ess string of a nal state of I if and only if x is an a ess string of a
nal state in S . We de ne a sample (T ; T ) su h that I is onsistent with this
i

m

i

i

i

+
1

i

1

sample if this ondition holds.
De ne h : QI ! QS as follows: h(^
qi ) = qj i xi is an a ess string for qj in
S . De ne T1 = fxi j i = 1; : : : ; Ng. Let T1+ = T1 \ L(S ) and T1 = T1 n L(S ).
We immediately have the following lemma:

Lemma 5. If I is onsistent with (T1+ ; T1 ), then for every 1  i  n, q^ 2 FI
i

i

h(^q ) 2 FS .
i

Our goal is to design a sample (T + ; T ) su h that if I is onsistent with it,
then L(I ) = L(S ). In view of Lemma 5, it is enough to onstru t a sample su h
u
that if I is onsistent with it, then for every u 2 MR , h(^
qi ) !
S h(^qj ) whenever
u
q^i !I q^j . De ne

T
T

S

a
= ni=1 fuxi av j a 2 int ; (u; v ) 2 Dj where h(^
qi ) !
S qj g
Sn
h(^
qj )
fuxj xi r v j (u; v) 2 Dk where h(^qi ) !S qk g
3 =
i;j =1

2

It is not hard to see that if I is onsistent with (T2 \ L(S ); T2 n L(S )), then for
a
a
every a 2 int , h(^
qi ) !
S h(^qj ) whenever q^i !I q^j . Similarly, it an be show that
if I is onsistent with (T3 \ L(S ); T3 n L(S )), then h(^
qi ) h(^qj!) S h(^qk ) whenever
q^i q^!j I q^k . Finally, sin e we had assumed that the a ess string for ea h entry
p
of S was (m; p) and xj = (m; p) for some 1  j  n, it follows that
state qm
p
h(^qm ) = qmp . Hen e, h(^qi ) (m;p!) S h(^qmp ) whenever q^i (m;p!) I q^mp . The following
theorem now follows.

Theorem 3. Let T = T0 [T1 [T2 [T3 . If I is onsistent with (T\L(S ); T n L(S )),
then L(I ) = L(S )
Proof. By the above observations, for any string u 2 MR , it follows by indu tion
on the length of u that h(^
q ) !S h(^q ) whenever q^ !I q^ . Now Lemma 5 implies
u

that L(I ) = L(S ).

i

u

j

i

j

ut

By the above Theorem, a onforman e test (T + ; T ) for (S; I ) an be onstru ted given a omplete set of distinguishing tests D for S , and a set of a ess
strings for all states of I . We show how these requirements an be met.

Constru ting a omplete set of distinguishing tests
Lemma 6. If S is a minimized deterministi omplete modular VPA, a omplete
set of distinguishing tests D an be onstru ted e e tively.

The proof of the above lemma is presented in the full version [17℄. Let
n
orollary to Lemma 6.
i i=1 . The following lemma is a simple

 [ fx g

=

Lemma
7. A omplete set of distinguishing tests D for S an be represented as

n

2

strings in  , ea h of length O(n2 ), where

n is the number of states of S .

Constru ting a ess strings

Let be as de ned above, and let 0 = [fxn+1 ; : : : ; xN g. By Lemma 4, if I is
onsistent with (T0+ ; T0 ), there is a system of N n equations, ea h representable
by O(1) symbols in 0 , des ribing the set of a ess strings for all states in I .
N n
There are at most Njj + N 2
su h systems of equations, at least one of
whi h des ribes a orre t set of a ess strings for I . Assuming jj is a onstant,
a set of a ess strings for I an be represented in O(n log n + N 2(N n) log N )
spa e.

6

Bla k Box Che king

Our learning algorithm, along with our algorithm to generate onforman e tests,
an be used in a powerful way to model he k bla k-box programs whose stru ture is unknown. Bla k-box he king was introdu ed in [21℄, and in this framework one assumes that while the stru ture of the system is unknown, it an
be simulated to see if it exhibits ertain behaviors. The main idea is to use a
ma hine learning algorithm to onstru t a model of the program and then use
the onstru ted ma hine model for veri ation. Our learning algorithm requires
a tea her to answer both membership and equivalen e queries. So in order to use
our learning algorithm to onstru t a model of the program, we will need to nd
a way to answer these queries. Membership queries orrespond to whether a ertain sequen e of steps is exe uted by the system; thus they an be answered by
simulating the system. Equivalen e queries are handled by onstru ting a onforman e test. We assume that an a priori upper bound on the size of the model
of the program is known. When the learning algorithm builds a hypothesis mahine, we onstru t a onforman e test using the hypothesis as the spe i ation
and the program as the implementation. If the program behaves the same way
as the onstru ted hypothesis, then we have onstru ted a faithful model of the
program. On the other hand, if the program di ers from the hypothesis, then
the onforman e test gives us the ounter-example needed for the learning algorithm to re ne its hypothesis. Thus, using the learning and testing algorithms
presented here, we an perform bla k-box he king of re ursive programs.
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